Epistemicide was the tool used to abrogate the Africana consciousness and pride in African intellectual heritage. Deliberate dysfunctional educational systems, methodologies and orientations, heavily injected with a metaphysics of self and group hatred, suspicion and negation were the levers deployed to deculturize the Africana survivors of slavery and colonialism. But disciplinary decadence is the cementing element in the continued dependency of Africana leadership on the droppings and wastes from Euro-American metropolises. This lecture enunciates these tropes, in order to show the weakness of contemporary Africana leadership preparation and the proportionate debilitating effects on black identity development globally and specifically in the African Diaspora context.

**Tunde Bewaji**, founding president of International Society for African Philosophy and Studies (ISAPS), Citizen Ambassador for Philosophy to Hungary and Russia (1995), and author of *Beauty and Culture* (Spectrum Books Ltd., 2003), *An Introduction to the Theory of Knowledge* (Hope Publications Ltd., 2007) and also the forthcoming *Narratives of Struggles*. He was Guggenheim Research Fellow in Philosophy last year, Rhodes Visiting Lecturer in Philosophy (1991), Caribbean Exchange Scholar to Hunter College (2002), Professor of Philosophy, University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, Jamaica and currently Jay Newman Visiting Professor of Philosophy to Brooklyn College. He is the editor of *Caribbean Journal of Philosophy*. He is teaching Black Political Identity in a Transnational Context and Race, Justice and Equality at Brooklyn College this semester.
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